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The measurement of sea surface salinity with Lband
microwave radiometers is a very challenging task. Since the Lband brightness temperature variations associated with salinity
changes are small, it is necessary to have a very sensitive and
stable radiometer. In addition, the corrections for the ocean
surface roughness require real time scatterometer measurements.
The designs of the Aquarius radiometer and scatterometer are
described in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Aquarius is a new NASA Earth System Science Pathfinder
(ESSP) mission to measure global sea surface salinity (SSS).
Global measurements of SSS will permit estimates of sea
surface density, or buoyancy, which drives the ocean’s threedimensional circulation. In the tropics, the Aquarius data will
facilitate the understanding of surface buoyancy on important
air-sea interaction processes that affect climate changes. To
achieve these objectives, the Aquarius instrument will measure
the global surface salinity with 100-kmspatial resolution with
an accuracy of 0.2 practical salinity units (psu) every month
over its 3-year mission lifetime. (The practical salinity unit
approximately corresponds to parts per thousand -of salinity.)
Since the L-band brightness temperature variations
associated with salinity changes are small, e.g. a salinity
change of 0.2 psu results in a brightness temperature change of
0.1 - 0.2 K, it is necessary to have a very sensitive and stable
radiometer for these measurements. Also, since the ocean
surface roughness is a major source of measurement error, it is
necessary to have a real-time estimate of this quantity using
the coincident scanerameter.
Details of the Aquarius
instrument design
. are presented below.
11. INSTRUMENT DESIGN

The Aquarius instrument will use a three beam pushbroom antenna svstem with a 3-m offset oarabolic reflector as
shown in Fig. 1: This swath width of i50 km will produce
about 8 samples per month for each location in the tropics to
achieve 0.2 psu accuracy by temporal averaging. An L-band
radiometer is connected to each of the antenna feedhorns to
measure the microwave emission from the ocean. Each
radiometer is a Dicke-switching radiometer, using noise
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Figure 1. Aquarius instrument on the Argentina SAC-D
spacecraft
diodes and a matched load for calibration. A real-aperture Lband scatterometer will time shares the antenna with the
radiometers to provide the real-time information to correct for
the ocean surface roughness. The radiometer and scatterometer
are both polarimetric to correct for the Faraday rotation
through ionosphere [2]. A summary of the instrument
characteristics is given in Table 1, and a block diagram of the
instrument is shown in Fig. 2.
The Aquarius radiometer design is based on three existing
instrument designs. The first is the Passive Active L/S-band
(PALS) aircraft instrument, in which a precision, stable
radiometer has been integrated with a scatterometer for S S S
ocean research measurements [I]. The second is the Advanced
Water Vapor Radiometer (AWVR), which is a ground-based
K-band radiometer used for orecision measurements of
atmospheric water vapor and has demonstrated radiometer
stabilities of 0.05 K over 30-day time scales [2]. The third
instrument is the Jason Microwave Radiometer (JMR) using a
similar Dicke-switched radiometer desien with noise diode
calibration.
L

Following the feedhorn is an Orrho-Mode Transducer
(OMT) to provide the two linear polarizations. A frequency
diplexer is connected to each polarization output to divide the
signal into the two passbands for the radiometer and

Table 1. Aquarius instrument characteristics

design and assures highly collocated radiometer
scatterometer observations.
111.

scatterometer. The diplexer will provide 2 SO dB isolation
between the scatterometer at 1260 MHz and the radiometer at
1413 MHz. Directional couplers at the OMT, the radiometer
input and following the Dicke switch are used to inject
calibration noise signals i?om controlled noise diode sources
for gain calibration. A non-symmetric switching sequence will
be used with the noise diodes and the Dicke switch to
minimize the NEDT while maintaining the required stability
as described by Tanner et al. (3). The results from this work
have predicted that the NEDT will only be a factor of 1.7
higher than that a total power radiometer while achieving the
required stability of 0.1 K.
With the -100 K signal from the ocean surfaces, the
radiometer system noise will be -500 K. Accounting for the
scanning of the footprint from the orbital motion, it has been
calculated that with an integration time of 12 seconds, the
outer beam will have an effective 100-km 3-dB footprint and
achieve an Noise Equivalent Delta Temperature (NEDT) of
0.05 K.
Near-simultaneous radiometer and scatterometer operation
is achieved with a time-sharing design. The scatterometer
transmits 200 Watts 1-ms pulses with an inter-pulse period of
10 ms and sequentially scans through vertical (V) and
horizontal (H) polarization channels on three antenna
feedhoms for six pulse cycles. Subsequently, the scatterometer
transmit is disabled for six pulse cycles to measure system
noise level. The scatterometer calibration stability will be
achieved by coupling a sample of the transmitted signal back
to the receiver via a stable calibration loop.
Between the times of the nominal scatterometer transmit
pulses, the radiometers operates in the Dicke switching
sequence. This design and timing scheme has heritage from
the Passive/Active L-&band (PALS) microwave instrument

and

CALIBRATION STABILITY

The key to high accuracy SSS retrieval from the Aquarius
instrument measurements is the stability of instrument and the
repeatability of measurements under all environmental
conditions. The requirement for the Aquarius instrument is the
radiometric calibration stability of < 0.1 K for the radiometer
and < 0.2 dB for the scatterometer over time periods of 8 days.
As found with the PALS aircraft instrument and with the
AWVR, the key to achieving the radiometric and
scatterometer stability is careful temperature control, within
io.1 "C, of all the front-end components [4]. Fortunately, with
the Aquarius mission, the satellite is in a Sun synchronous
orbit with the instrument facing away from the Sun. The
predicted temperature variation is small, 1-2 "C, most of the
time. It is planned to use an active temperature control system
of specific zones with insulation and shields to block the solar
radiation. The mean temperature will be kept as low as
possible to conserve heater power and will be kept above the
unregulated peak value to meet the temperature regulation
requirement. (During the short eclipse season, the temperature
is predicted to change by 10 "C and it may not be possible to
meet the *O.l 'C stability.)
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